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Abstract: A travel book salesman needs current information that
leads to the development of an information system about
costumers, supplies, orders and the books themselves. Such
scenario demands maximum mobility and rapid information
retrieval that points to a mobile application. The paper presents
an application developed for local and remote use, called
InHand, that is context-aware, presenting information related to
the current user context and provides location-aware support
through the use of the Global Positioning System (GPS). The
location system keeps track of a client’s location, schedules
client visits for a given day, help user navigate through a map
using real-time position acquisition, and gather the pathway
followed by a user on a given day. The application has two
channels: server and mobile client. The mobile client can
synchronize data with the server, and relies on a local database
to minimize wireless traffic to a minimum. We use Remote Data
Access and Web Services to access remote data in a convenient
way. Although the application is designed with book selling in
mind, the concept is perfectly extendable to other fields of
application.

mobile side of applications, as a means to satisfy costumer
desire for mobility.
Using a Personal Digital Assistant (PDA), powered by
Windows® Mobile®, Global Positioning System (GPS –
internally or through Bluetooth® connection) and a wireless
connection (Wi-Fi, 3G/GSM) we developed a complete
software solution that allows almost instant access to
information: the InHand application.
InHand presents two channels: a server application with
full access to local databases and a mobile application that
enables access to a subset of the database. Each mobile
professional has a mobile device with a part of the database
that relates to its costumers and related data.
The remainder of the paper is as follows. Section 2
presents the development context of the application and
requisites and section 3 describes the system architecture.
Section 4 elaborates on some of the most important system
features, and, finally, section 5 concludes the paper.

1. INTRODUCTION
Mark Weiser predicted a new way of computing back in
1991 [1], however back then the hardware was not available
to realize Weiser’s vision. Nowadays the hardware is clearly
available, for instance through Personal Digital Assistants
(PDAs) that are becoming pervasive, with a plethora of
interfaces and functionality, such as Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, and
3.5G (HSDPA).
In terms of processing power, processor speeds of 400MHz
are common now and some devices feature a generous
128MB RAM. In terms of persistent storage, 8GB flash cards
(even for the smaller microSD standard) are becoming
readily available. Satyanarayanan [2] clearly points Mobile
Computing as an area that gathers mobile information access,
mobile networking, adaptation, energy-aware and location
sensitivity. A traveling salesman can effectively benefit from
a mobile application, allowing rapid information retrieval.
Such application should provide remote data access with
minimal cost, context-aware information and gather location
data in behalf of the user.
Software development companies pay attention to the
potential of mobile platforms to provide added services to
their customers [3, 4]. More than just entertainment through
Java or flash games, companies are paying attention to the

2. DEVELOPMENT CONTEXT
A company that sells books has a work force of several
persons that span over a given country. Each professional
must visit current costumers, generating demand through
demonstration of products, build a costumer profile, accept
orders and enhance revenues. An increase in the current
costumer database is also desirable, so the mobile application
should benefit from on-site costumer profile creation.
The use of mobile application scenarios clearly benefit ecomerce applications [5]. The system development is
centered on book selling, although it can be extended to other
fields of commerce.
2.1 Application requirements
A mobile application should be pro-active, shield the user
from the technological aspects, human-centered, and help the
user on the selling process and data manipulation and
acquisition [6].
The application should be able to gather location data in
parallel to normal operation, related to mobile professional
pathway. Selling companies see advantages in such approach
as to monitor sales performance by gathering relevant data
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on-site. Changes to the mobile database are replicated to the
main database (server) and when accessed data must be
consistent at all times. The application should manage
location coordinates data in an appropriate way.
The mobile application should provide enough information
about the items available (the books). This implies a large
collection of data, with several fields by item. Since the
mobile device is memory limited, not all records will be
present locally. With traffic efficiency in mind, one must also
access the data that is not stored locally, not bounded by book
description.
In terms of orders, the system must allow the placement of
an order (location information must be used to automatically
select the costumer in behalf of the user), and order status
retrieval. For the most recent status, the mobile application
must connect to the server and traffic charges may apply. As
a result, the application should be able to minimize remote
data exchange between the mobile device and the server.
2.2 Application design and tradeoffs
Application design must be bound to the device
architecture and available interfaces. One should take into
account the screen size and resolution, the proximity of the
device to the user, the main input interface (a stylus), the
battery life, the usual absence of a physical keyboard. These
features greatly dictate the functionality of a given approach.
The vertical orientation of the screen, opposite to the 16:10
ratio of modern monitors, forces different design
considerations. With typical screen size of 2.8 inches, the
amount of information presented on screen must be bound.
One of the “tricks” is to use tabbed browsing of information,
limit the visible data, or even shift screen orientation. We
opted for tabbed browsing together with a context-aware
approach that limits amount of data, for instance visualization
of only the current visited costumer’s data.
We realize that the mobile application by itself is not the
panacea for every mobile professional requirement. If a
mobile professional wants to perform a presentation of large
amounts of books it should clearly create a presentation on a
personal computer. The goal of this application is to provide
relevant, context-aware and location-aware operation that
may be enough for many situations.
2.3 Application technologies
We decided to use Microsoft® development solutions for
maximum efficiency on the mobile device, that is more
sensible to performance issues. Also, full compatibility is
expected between the client and server side.
Java flags with device independence, however the majority
of PDA devices feature Windows Mobile and the current
application targets devices with touch screen capability. Also,

from other projects that some authors are involved in, this
promise in the mobile world is far from reality.
Another approach could be the use of the Symbian
Operating System. It is also an open platform to developers,
however screen sizes are tipically significantly smaller than
the PDA platform. Another issue is the lack of touch screen
capability.
3. APPLICATION ARCHITECTURE
The application has a server (InHand server) and a client
component (InHand mobile). The server has an
administration front-end that enables system configuration,
database manipulation (add clients, update client data, order
satisfaction and status, among other operations) and Web
Server (contains the Web Service). In terms of database
engines the SQL Server 2005 was used for the server and
SQL Server Mobile for the mobile device.
Initially the mobile device only has an empty local
database. An initial synchronization implies a relatively large
amount of data (depending on number of costumers and
orders that a given professional has) and a local connection is
advisable, such as Bluetooth®. After this initial setup, the
system is up and running, given the GPS support is present.
In Figure 1 we present the InHand system architecture. In
the server side, we use an Internet Information Services
World Wide Web server (WWW server) to provide the Web
Service, and SQL Server 2005 to maintain the main
application database. In terms of mobile, InHand uses GPS
location, the Web Service consumption component, and SQL
Server Mobile for the local database. InHand mobile connects
to the server database using Remote Data Access (RDA) that
also enables local storage of main database subset.

Figure 1 – InHand system architecture (server and mobile).
The GPS system in InHand takes advantage of the NMEA
0183 [7] standard, defined by the National Marine
Electronics Association. Commercial solutions typically
range from 4’800bps to 19’200bps. The standard also defines
that the system may have a single talker, but many listeners.
However, the software must give such functionality.
4. APPLICATION HIGHLIGHTS
This section provides highlights on some of the main
aspects of InHand. These include Visual highlights and
usability, Wireless traffic optimization, Web services,
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Context-aware information, Location support and one of the
advantages of InHand mobile when compared to other
approaches: InHand GPS.
4.1 Visual highlights and usability
A mobile application must take into account usability
requirements. The screen size and the input method are
massively identified as the main concerns when developing
the interface of a mobile application. Although difficult to
generalize, one can count on a 240x320pix screen and a
stylus, although more and more PDA’s benefit from hardware
keyboard. As a result, the interface should be vertical and not
horizontal as one expects in a Personal Computer (PC), and
the number of stylus operations must be absolutely
minimized, even more than mouse clicks on a PC application.
InHand mobile uses context-aware information such as
current costumer to provide easy access to the required
information. This lowers the number of stylus operations that
must be performed, especially on order status confirmation
and new order placement.

it will not need other user’s data. As a result, the database on
the mobile device contains only a subset of the server
database.
When a given record is missing on the mobile device,
updated or added, InHand can synchronize databases upon
request using RDA technology. RDA allows access from a
mobile application to remote database tables, enabling local
storage of information, powering the desired disconnected
operation.
4.3 Web Services
InHand uses Web Services [8] under the .NET framework
[9]. Web Services are a mean to transparently communicate
between systems, using XML and port 80 (Hypertext
Transport Protocol – HTTP, protocols HTTP-GET and
HTTP-POST) connections that are firewall-friendly. The
Web Service in InHand provides remote access to data in the
server that for space or freshness (change of order status after
the first synchronization) reasons is not present in the mobile
device.
The Web Service provides many methods for information
retrieval, namely search and retrieval of Costumer details,
Order details and Book details.
For verification purposes, the Web Service also has a
method that simply returns a predefined message, as the
common “Hello World” example in programming. To
consume the Web Service, the mobile device can use any
http-enabled connection such as GPRS/3G/3.5G or Wi-Fi.

Figure 2 – InHand mobile application interface.
Figure 2 presents the InHand mobile application interface.
Consistent with InHand server, the interface provides
immediate information on the synchronization status of the
system through a semaphore-coded color scheme. We
provided the application for field tests to some staff and
everyone enjoyed the fresh look of the interface, away from
the conventional boxes that they were used too. Also, some
referred the color schemes and the rapid resemblance with
server application functionality.
4.2 Wireless Traffic Optimization
Data are present in the mobile device and in the server.
The mobile device must take into account it has low
processing power and limited memory. Moreover, since a
given user will cover a specific area with specific costumers,

Figure 3 presents the interface for searching orders based
on order number (Request ID) or identification (Cod). Access
to the current order status is possible, since the Web Service
has access to the current state of the database when the
request is processed (if requested). However, the Web
Service is not able to modify the contents of the database,
only to perform queries. To enable mobile update the user
must issue synchronization.
The Web Service is also capable of sending information
about new costumer’s visit request. The new requests can be
consulted and added when the InHand mobile user has time
left for extra visits for instance. This greatly improves the
functionality of the system, becoming more flexible.
4.4 Context-aware information
Efficient access to information depends on information
quality and speed of access itself. The operational speed
depends greatly on the interfaces. An interface that allows
efficient information access must take advantage of context.
If the user is with a given costumer, it must primarily check
data related to that specific costumer, related to orders for
instance. If the mobile professional wants to present a new
product, it is a good idea to check on the costumer’s record of
orders to trace a costumer’s profile. A costumer likes to be
remembered and sometimes it is very difficult to do so, since
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a mobile professional can have several dozens of costumers
backup info is always at hand.

earth, and the system investment is around 12 billion dollars.
Each GPS receiver builds a stream and compares it with the
stream sent by a given satellite. This allows distance
calculation. With three locked satellites, the receiver can
calculate its position in a 2D space and with four or more, it
can determine position with altitude information.
The GPS coordinates need conversion since the earth is
round and not planar. We apply the Haversine [11]
conversion to calculate the distance between two GPS
coordinates.
4.6 InHand GPS

Figure 3 – InHand Web Service comsumption interface
example.
4.5 Location Support
We use location information through the GPS system to
account the distance and pathway that a given collaborator
made at the end of a workday, to enable a scheduling of
costumers to visit in the best way possible based on current
costumer’s location, and present information related to the
currently visited costumer. Also, we developed a component
of the InHand mobile application that helps the user to follow
its current position inside a map, the next costumer to visit
location, and company head office location.
The application features a real time monitoring of the
worker position, in order to build pathway record information
of the places that were visited. In addition, the mobile
application adds GPS coordinates information to the
costumer record when the costumer is first inserted on the
database.
The GPS system is based on geodesic coordinates under
the WSG84 system, so an conversion is needed to project the
degrees, minutes and seconds in decimal coordinates, in order
to use, for instance, Google maps [10].
InHand also enables the use of stored maps, and shows the
current user position, the position of the next costumer to
visit and, the position of the professional office (if visible in
the current view). InHand is also capable of, when requested,
perform an auto-tracking based on the current map and GPS
coordinates, similar to commercial applications. Current
speed and total distance information is also available on the
GPS part of the InHand interface.
The GPS system has 24 satellites surrounding the earth.
Each one takes 12 hours to perform a complete turn around

Figure 4 shows an example of InHand mobile GPS screen.
A map occupies the larger portion of the screen, where the
current position is shown as a car in blue and an X marks the
next costumer to be visited. Box marked with 1 shows the
current movement speed of the user (3Km/h), box 2 presents
the distance to the next costumer, box 3 illustrates the current
location coordinates (something that is missing on some of
the commercial software proposals, where one must access
another screen to check this). Button 4 accesses the submenu
map, button 5 accesses the submenu clients to visit, and,
finally, button 6 allows InHand GPS setting.
The map can be browsed in the mobile device, and zoom
support was added. The zoom function is controlled by the
plus and minus buttons on the InHand GPS interface. The
map has eight displacement points around it, marked by
arrows that enable map browsing. The big arrow on one of
the sides of the map (in Figure 4 it points up) indicates the
current direction of movement.
By selecting a given costumer’s location in the map, a
detailed information screen appears with costumer’s data.
This enables preparation of the meeting in advance, costumer
profile access before the actual meeting takes place.
The map provides the user with information on current
location. For simplicity, the map must be loaded on the
mobile device. However, a solution based on Google maps is
also possible. The majority of commercial software vendors
such as TomTom®, Route® 66 or Destinator® provide maps
to be stored in a flash card, sometimes the flash card itself is
provided. Another approach, such as Wayfinder®, that rely
on remote maps, use GPRS traffic. That may be the reason
why it is not so known as the other solutions.
In the settings area, the user can select the GPS settings:
COM port (the GPS hardware communicates via serial link),
and some visual settings, like switch on or off the following
features: storage of pathway, visualization of pathway, visited
costumer’s location on map, costumers to visit location on
map, points of interest on map.
Several classes were defined in InHand GPS. The
Application_engine is the superclass that derives from class
Form. The Application_Data class manages connection to the
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local database, stores user information, and stores status
information such as current map, cover radius, GPS signal
retry interval, GPS communication port, and number of
retries.

costumers; and provides a natural means to schedule visits
based on minimal distance. InHand mobile even has the
ability to store traffic tickets and based on car fuel
consumption estimate the transportation costs. To the best of
our knowledge no application on the market provides this
plethora of functionalities, and the uses of GPS system
clearly focus on travel guidance.
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Figure 4 – InHand GPS interface.
The class GPS_background connects and parses GPS data,
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The added GPS functionality provides even more
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